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Katherine Johnson, 1918-2020 CE 

 Did you know that astronaut, John Glenn, had a hero? She was 
born on August 26, 1918, in White Sulfur Springs, West Virginia 
and her name was Katherine Johnson. He would not get in the 
spacecraft in which he would first orbit Earth until Katherine 
herself verified that the trajectory calculated by the new room-
sized IBM Computer was accurate. 

Katherine’s fascination and abilities with numbers resulted in her starting high school 
by age 10. At age 18, she graduated with highest honors from West Virginia State 
College with degrees in Math and French. At West Virginia University, she was the first 
African American woman in a graduate math program. 

The racial and gender barriers when she worked at NASA's predecessor in the 1950’s 
kept her and the other “colored computers” - as they were labelled - segregated from 
the engineers. Yet, when Katherine was temporarily hired to assist the all-male flight 
research team, they “forgot” to return her to the computing pool.  As the agency 
morphed into NASA and was desegregated, she had to assert herself to be included 
in meetings and even aggressive to get her name on her own research, a first for 
women in her division. At NASA, she calculated trajectories for the flight of the first 
American in space, Apollo 11's flight to the moon, and she helped to save the Apollo 
13 crew. 

Katherine was celebrated with a lifetime of awards from 1971 through 2019, which 
include the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the  Astronomical Society of the Pacific's 
Arthur BEC Walker II Award, Daughters of the American Revolution Medal of Honor,  
and the Congressional Gold Medal. Additionally, NASA facilities were named in her 
honor. She received a standing ovation at the 2016 Oscars, where Hidden Figures, the 
story about her and members of the female team named “computers who wear skirts”,  
was nominated for three awards. 
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Katherine Johnson’s Block contains:  
Fabric A (bright/dark): (1) 25/8” square 
    (1) 37/8” square 
    (1) 41/8” square 
    (1) 31/2” x  61/2” rectangle 
Fabric B (medium-dark, or same as A): (1) 25/8” square 
    (1) 37/8” square 
    (1) 41/8” square 
    (1) 31/2” x  61/2” rectangle 
Fabric C (medium-light): (2) 25/8” square 
    (2) 37/8” square 
    (2) 41/8” square  
    (2) 31/2” x  61/2” rectangle 

      
Step 1: Sew a Fabric C 25/8” square to a same size Fabric B square, and the other 
Fabric C 25/8” square to a same size a square. Press to C. Nest these (2) units together 
to make a four-patch: 

Step 2:  Cut the Fabric A 41/8” square diagonally from corner to corner.  Place one 
of the Fabric A triangles that you just cut onto the four-patch from Step 1 so its 
longest edge lines up with the edge of the A square on the right and C square on 
the left and with the right angle (point) lined up with the center seam, right sides 
together (RST), as indicated by the black dashed line in illustration below. Stitch 
together with a quarter-inch seam allowance as indicated by the white dashed line. 
Press to the A triangle. (This triangle and the others you’ll sew onto the middle four-
patch are all a bit oversized to aid with squaring up later.) 
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Step 3: Cut the Fabric B 41/8” square diagonally from corner to corner and sew it to 
the opposite side of the four-patch in similar fashion to Step 2, pressing out to the B 
triangle. (You will have a leftover Fabric A and B triangle.) 

Step 4: Cut the Fabric C 41/8” square diagonally from corner to corner and sew each 
triangle to the other two sides side of the four-patch in similar fashion to Steps 2 and 
3: 

Step 5: Trim the unit from Step 4 to 61/2” square, leaving a 1/4” of fabric beyond the 
corners of the four-patch square in the center. 
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Step 6: Pair the Fabric A 37/8” square with (1) Fabric C 37/8” square and the Fabric B 
37/8” squares with the other Fabric C 37/8” square. Use your favorite Half Square 
Triangle method to create a total of (4) HSTs with these pairs. (See the half square 
triangle page posted at the same website where you found this pattern.) Trim to 31/2” 
square.  

Step 7: Sew one A-C HST unit from Step 6 onto a short edge of a Fabric A 31/2” x  61/2” 
rectangle so that Fabric A in the HST unit completely touches the rectangle’s edge 
and so when opened up and pressed, the Fabric A triangle runs from upper-left to 
lower right as shown: 

Repeat with other HST units so that two of them have Fabric C triangles completely 
touching the Fabric C rectangles in same manner, and so that one has the Fabric B 
triangle completely touching the Fabric B rectangle’s short edge: 

Step 8: Arrange all units loosely into the block layout as pictured, with the first unit 
from Step 7 (A rectangle with A-C HST) at the top. 
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Flip the center four-patch center unit onto the piece above it, RST, then pin a good 
11/2” in from the left with (2) pins. This will mark the end of your seam.  You’ll then sew 
a partial seam from the right edge to this marking as indicated: 

Step 9: Sew the other 3 units from Step 7 onto the other sides of the four-patch 
center, going clock-wise.  Each of these seams will be complete from end to end. You 
may want to gently fold back and pin the Fabric A rectangle out of the way of seam 
#3. 
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Step 10:  Close up the original partial seam by sewing over part of the seam from 
Step 8 out to the edge. 

Your Katherine Johnson “rocket trajectories” block is complete and finishes at 121/2” at 
this stage. 
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